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Introduction {#sec001}
============

A wide range of literature demonstrates the beneficial effects of acute physical activity (PA) on cognitive performance in children and adolescents \[[@pone.0167501.ref001],[@pone.0167501.ref002]\], with executive functions profiting most \[[@pone.0167501.ref003]\]. Since not all types of PA benefit cognition equally \[[@pone.0167501.ref004]\], PA characteristics, such as intensity, duration and modality remain to be explored \[[@pone.0167501.ref001],[@pone.0167501.ref004],[@pone.0167501.ref005]\]. Recently an increased interest in modality of PA and in specific factors such as cognitive engagement has emerged \[[@pone.0167501.ref004],[@pone.0167501.ref006]\]. Cognitive engagement, defined as the level to which the allocation of attentional resources and cognitive effort is needed to master difficult skills \[[@pone.0167501.ref004]\], seems to be of central importance, as it is supposed to be linked to the effects on executive functions \[[@pone.0167501.ref004],[@pone.0167501.ref006]--[@pone.0167501.ref008]\]. However, the empirical evidence concerning the beneficial effects of cognitive engagement in PA on executive function in adolescence is contradictory and limited. Thus the question remains whether and how the level of cognitive engagement inherent in PA might influence executive functions.

Intact executive functions are known to be essential for mental and physical health, academic achievement, everyday life and development \[[@pone.0167501.ref009]\]. The umbrella term "executive functions" refers to higher-level cognitive functions that manage other more basic functions and enable controlled, goal-directed behavior. It is generally agreed that there are three core executive functions: a) inhibition--involving response inhibition, to control one's thoughts, attention, emotions and behavior; b) updating--holding information in the working memory and apply it to a task at hand; and c) cognitive flexibility--switching between tasks, changing perspectives, being able to react to changes in environmental demands. Within the core executive functions, cognitive flexibility seems to be the most complex, building upon inhibition and updating \[[@pone.0167501.ref009]\]. From a developmental perspective, it is the last one to be fully developed and seems to predict academic achievement (e.g., \[[@pone.0167501.ref010]\]).

Bearing in mind the positive relationship between physical activity and cognition in adolescents (for review see \[[@pone.0167501.ref011]\]) and the predictive associations of PA during adolescence for cognitive performance in young adults \[[@pone.0167501.ref012]\], one might be surprised by the small number of studies investigating the effects of single bouts of PA on the different executive function domains in this age group. A recent meta-analysis \[[@pone.0167501.ref002]\] showed a significant effect of acute PA on executive functions, however when only studies with adolescents are considered, the results of this meta-analysis are limited to three studies exclusively investigating effects on inhibition \[[@pone.0167501.ref002]\]. No study with adolescents reported effects on updating, whereas two studies investigated cognitive flexibility, one revealing positive effects on cognitive performance \[[@pone.0167501.ref013]\] and one showing no effects \[[@pone.0167501.ref014]\]. These contradictory results are difficult to interpret, as the studies differed not only regarding their measures of cognitive performance and quantitative (intensity, duration) but also qualitative PA characteristics (modality).

In the literature, increasing interest in qualitative PA characteristics \[[@pone.0167501.ref015]\] such as cognitive engagement has emerged \[[@pone.0167501.ref006]\] as it is proposed to critically influence benefits for executive functions \[[@pone.0167501.ref004]\]. This assumption is based on the "cognitive stimulation hypothesis", which suggests that cognitively engaging activities pre-activate the same brain regions that are used to control higher-order cognitive processes, which in turn are needed for performing tasks measuring executive functions \[[@pone.0167501.ref006],[@pone.0167501.ref016],[@pone.0167501.ref017]\]. It further implies that higher cognitive engagement comprised in PA might be associated with better cognitive performance afterwards. However, considering studies investigating the influence of cognitive engagement inherent in PA on the core executive functions, no study has revealed effects on cognitive flexibility. Concerning updating or inhibition (for an overview see, [S1 Table](#pone.0167501.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), some have revealed benefits \[[@pone.0167501.ref007],[@pone.0167501.ref018]--[@pone.0167501.ref020]\], some no influence for the entire study sample \[[@pone.0167501.ref008],[@pone.0167501.ref021]\] and some have even found detrimental effects \[[@pone.0167501.ref022],[@pone.0167501.ref023]\]. Given these conflicting results and considering the vast procedural differences between studies \[[@pone.0167501.ref004]\], drawing ultimate conclusions regarding the influence of cognitive engagement inherent in PA on executive functions is nearly impossible.

Procedural differences in study designs might impede existing research about the effects of modality on cognitive performance. Previous studies recommend systematically modifying the amount of cognitive engagement comprised in PA \[[@pone.0167501.ref021]\], whereby in most studies two completely different activities were investigated \[[@pone.0167501.ref007],[@pone.0167501.ref018]\]. This seems problematic since possible confounders such as social interactions are not controlled and it is therefore difficult to attribute benefits in cognition to either the physical or the cognitive parameters inherent in the respective activity \[[@pone.0167501.ref006]\]. Therefore, research designs are needed using standardized PA, only modifying the degree of cognitive engagement without changing the amount of social interactions, under controlled conditions within the field.

One research tool to combine the advantages of highly controlled PA within the field is exergaming, a portmanteau of "exercise" and "gaming" \[[@pone.0167501.ref024]\]. Exergaming is active video gaming that has been proven to be physically challenging \[[@pone.0167501.ref025]\] and motivating \[[@pone.0167501.ref026]\]. It enables researchers to manipulate PA characteristics under controlled circumstances. So far, exergaming has been used in one study investigating the effects of cognitive engagement inherent in acute PA on executive functions. Results show that children's performance on tasks measuring executive functions was found to be improved immediately after the intervention \[[@pone.0167501.ref008]\]. In that study, exergaming was proven to be feasible, highly standardized and able to modulate activity characteristics specifically. However, the question of whether the degree of cognitive engagement inherent in the exergames affected cognitive outcomes remains unanswered: on the one hand, both experimental conditions might have been cognitively engaging, on the other hand cognitive engagement itself was not operationalized.

In general, research is lacking a reliable and sensitive assessment of the level of cognitive engagement during PA to clarify the potential relationship between PA, cognitive engagement and cognitive outcomes \[[@pone.0167501.ref004]\]. To date, only few studies examining cognitive engagement comprised in PA have tried to measure the cognitive challenges of specific PA. Mainly observational data \[[@pone.0167501.ref027],[@pone.0167501.ref028]\] or a more general measure of engagement in the activity \[[@pone.0167501.ref008]\] has been used. However, a subjective rating on the individual level seems to be important in order to consider cognitive overload as a confounding variable. Besides these approaches, in other areas of research, early attempts have tried to measure cognitive engagement using psychophysiological methods such as heart rate \[[@pone.0167501.ref029]\] and more recently heart rate variability (HRV) \[[@pone.0167501.ref030]\]. HRV is an important marker of the autonomic nervous system, reflecting the interplay between the sympathetic nervous system and the parasympathetic nervous system \[[@pone.0167501.ref031]\]. Since the association of HRV with cognitive performance is strengthened after PA \[[@pone.0167501.ref031]\] and a faster vagal recovery after cognitive engagement seems to be associated with better performance in cognitive flexibility \[[@pone.0167501.ref032]\], one would therefore assume that the level of cognitive engagement during PA affects subsequent performance and HRV. Based on the cognitive stimulation hypothesis, a higher cognitive demand during PA for the same intensity of PA should then be associated with faster vagal recovery (higher HRV) after the experimental manipulation (and vice versa).

In summary, acute PA seems to promote executive functions \[[@pone.0167501.ref001],[@pone.0167501.ref002]\], which are of major importance for health and academic achievement \[[@pone.0167501.ref009]\]. Cognitive engagement in PA is proposed as one important factor fostering these benefits, although the operationalization of cognitive engagement is insufficient so far and studies investigating this relationship might be impeded by procedural differences \[[@pone.0167501.ref004]\]. In addition, there is a lack of research on adolescence, the reported results are contradictory \[[@pone.0167501.ref013],[@pone.0167501.ref014]\] and only a single study specifically investigated the influence of cognitive engagement in PA \[[@pone.0167501.ref007]\]. The aim of the present study was therefore to clarify the impact of cognitive engagement comprised in PA on executive functions in male adolescents. A randomized controlled trial was conducted comparing the cognitive performance of three different groups (two PA groups differing in the level of cognitive engagement and one control group). Cognitive engagement was specifically addressed using ratings of perceived cognitive engagement and HRV. With regard to procedural differences and standardization, the current study used exergaming to realize the experimental conditions. In addition, measures of potential confounding variables (pleasure, arousal, enjoyment of activity) were applied. Our hypotheses were that an acute bout of PA would enhance executive functions depending on the degree of cognitive engagement. Furthermore, we expected the measures of cognitive engagement to sensitively differentiate between the high and low cognitive engagement conditions.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

Subjects {#sec003}
--------

Sixty-five male adolescents (grade 7--9) between the ages of 13 and 16 years (*M* = 14.51, *SD* = 1.08), recruited from two secondary schools in Bern, Switzerland participated in the study. Of the 69 participants initially invited, four were unavailable due to sick leave or injuries. Only male adolescents were invited since prior experience with exergaming/video gaming and HRV measures vary between the two sexes (e.g. \[[@pone.0167501.ref033],[@pone.0167501.ref034]\]). The Institutional Review Board of the Faculty of Human Sciences at the University of Bern approved the study protocol, which adhered to the latest version of the declaration of Helsinki. The legal guardians of all subjects provided informed written consent and adolescents agreed to participate. The exclusion criteria were any neurological, developmental, or medical condition that would affect the subjects' integrity or study results. Loss of data was evident in five cases (7.7%), due to problems with the heart rate (HR) belt. Since Little's "missing completely at random test" was not significant (χ^2^ (89) = 82.00, *p* = .688), the resulting missing values were imputed with the help of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. The pattern of results did not change with or without imputation and the imputed data was used for all the analyses. Considering previous studies \[[@pone.0167501.ref035],[@pone.0167501.ref036]\] investigating acute effects of exergaming activities on executive functions using the design fluency test, an a priori power analysis \[[@pone.0167501.ref037]\] with (1 --beta error probability = .80; alpha error probability = .05; effect size *f* = .15; number of groups = 3, number of measurements = 2; and correlation between the repeated measures *r* = .75) was performed. This resulted in a minimal sample size of 57 subjects. The background variables did not differ between groups (see [Table 1](#pone.0167501.t001){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0167501.t001

###### Means, standard deviations and test statistics comparing background variables between groups.

![](pone.0167501.t001){#pone.0167501.t001g}

                                              Shape Up (*n* = 21)   Running (*n* = 23)   Control (*n* = 21)          
  ------------------------------------------- --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------ ------
  Age (years)                                 14.52 (1.03)          14.61 (1.22)         14.38 (1.02)         0.24   .785
  Body mass index (kg/ m^2^)                  20.21 (2.24)          20.35 (1.87)         20.56 (2.80)         0.12   .889
  Socioeconomic status                        7.06 (1.73)           6.72 (1.45)          7.24 (1.52)          0.60   .550
  Pubertal status                             7.58 (1.95)           7.51 (1.98)          7.52 (2.37)          0.01   .994
  Physical activity behavior (minutes/week)   258.71 (260.03)       226.77 (161.81)      225.03 (185.41)      0.18   .835

Design {#sec004}
------

In a between-subjects design, participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: (a) *Shape Up* group (PA with high levels of cognitive engagement); (b) *Running* group (PA with a low level of cognitive engagement); and (c) *Control* group (sedentary with a low level of cognitive engagement). Based on the theoretical assumption of underlying shared information processes in motor and cognitive control, for condition (a) a non-automated activity was chosen with high demands on coordination, which might pre-activate the same brain regions that are used to control higher order cognitive processes \[[@pone.0167501.ref007]\]. In contrast, for condition (b) a highly automated, physically exerting, but not cognitively engaging activity was set. Since the goal of the study was to address the practical question of what type of PA should be used to improve executive functions, two PAs which differ in the level of cognitive engagement were compared to a control group.

For each condition, the same tests were completed and conducted at the same time in three unused, quiet classrooms of the respective schools. Experimental conditions were conducted using the XBOX Kinect (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). This is a game console combined with a motion-sensing input device. Users are able to control and interact with the console through their body movements. The integrated cameras enable the user to be projected directly onto the screen into the virtual reality.

Procedure {#sec005}
---------

Informed consent was obtained and subjects were numbered previous to testing; these numbers were randomly assigned to one of three groups (3 sets; 23 numbers each) using randomizer.org. On the day of testing, data on background variables were gathered--date of birth, height, weight, pubertal status \[[@pone.0167501.ref038]\], socioeconomic status \[[@pone.0167501.ref039]\] and PA behavior \[[@pone.0167501.ref040]\]. Subjects were asked not to engage in any PA before the assessment; teachers ensured that subjects did not participate in physical education before. They were fitted with HR-monitoring equipment and assigned to their respective conditions. Executive functions performance was measured before (pre-test) and after (post-test) the activity. Each condition lasted about 15 minutes including two short breaks of approximately 20 seconds. During the second break, subjects filled out pleasure and arousal ratings. Immediately after the activity (post-test), perceived physical exertion, cognitive engagement and enjoyment of the activity were measured. At the end, the HR monitoring equipment was removed. Subjects received a small gift and were dismissed back to class.

Conditions {#sec006}
----------

In the *Shape Up* condition, both the self-determined intensity of the PA and cognitive engagement were high. Subjects played three different "workouts" of the "Shape Up" game (Ubisoft, Montreal, Canada), in which they had to imitate and learn new sequences of movements, comparable to aerobics. A higher score can be achieved with more movement and more accurate performance of the movement sequences.

In the *Running* condition, the self-determined intensity of the PA was high while the level of cognitive engagement was low. Thus, subjects played "run the world" included in the "Your Shape^TM^ Fitness Evolved 2012" (Ubisoft, Montreal, Canada) game. In this game, subjects have to run through virtual streets and engage in speed and knee up challenges. A higher score can be achieved by running faster.

In the *Control* condition, in order to sustain low levels of PA intensity and low levels of cognitive engagement, subjects watched a video on a computer, showing a documentary report about mountain running.

Background variables {#sec007}
--------------------

*Pubertal status* was assessed using the German version of the pubertal developmental scale \[[@pone.0167501.ref036]\]. This consists of three questions for each gender, asking for example: "Have you noticed a deepening of your voice?". Responses are given on a 4-point Likert scale, scoring 1--4 points (e.g., not yet started; barely started; definitely started; seems complete). The puberty index (3--12 points) is calculated by summing up the scores of the three items. An acceptable reliability and validity has been demonstrated \[[@pone.0167501.ref038]\]. *Socioeconomic status* \[[@pone.0167501.ref039]\] was assessed using the Family Affluence Scale II. This consists of four questions asking about the family (whether they have their own bedroom, the number of family-owned cars, computers and holidays in the past year). The response format varies by item and points are given for a higher number, for example of computers. The prosperity index is then calculated as the sum of the points on the four items. An acceptable reliability and validity has been demonstrated \[[@pone.0167501.ref036]\]. *PA behavior* was assessed using the PA, exercise, and sport questionnaire \[[@pone.0167501.ref040]\]. Respondents are asked to indicate the frequency and average duration of up to three types of exercise they regularly engage in. PA behavior in minutes per week is then calculated. Acceptable psychometric properties have been demonstrated \[[@pone.0167501.ref040]\].

Manipulation check {#sec008}
------------------

To test whether experimental manipulation had succeeded, subjective and objective measures were used. The rating of perceived physical exertion (RPE) was used as a subjective measure of *physical exertion* \[[@pone.0167501.ref041]\]. The HR was recorded using the Polar Team^2^ Pro system (Polar Electro Oy, Kempele, Finland) as an objective measure. As a subjective measure of *cognitive engagement* (rating of perceived cognitive engagement; RCE), the RPE scale was adapted to specifically ask about the perceived cognitive engagement of the activity. Even though it has not been validated, this instrument has been proven to be feasible in a study with primary school children \[[@pone.0167501.ref042]\]. As our objective measurement, we used time domain measures of the HRV, because they seem to be most sensitive to cognitive engagement \[[@pone.0167501.ref030]\]. Since the HRV narrows during PA, differences between experimental groups during the intervention are improbable. Therefore, we considered the HRV during the recovery period (post-test) after the PA to be the most sensitive measure of the triggered effects of cognitive engagement during PA (pre-test HRV: --5 to 0 minutes before the activity started; HRV during: 15 minutes during activity; post-test HRV: 0 to 5 minutes after the PA ended). Additionally, *control variables*, such as the enjoyment of the activities and the rated pleasure and arousal using the Self-Assessment-Manikin \[[@pone.0167501.ref043]\] were measured. The enjoyment was measured using three questions: 1) "How much did you like the activity?" 2) "Did you feel comfortable doing the activity?" 3) "Did you enjoy doing the activity?". The questions had to be answered on a three-item 4-point Likert scale (0--3 points for each item) and the sum was calculated as the enjoyment score. The Self-Assessment Manikin is a widely used non-verbal pictorial assessment technique to measure a person's affective reaction to a variety of stimuli. It consists of one item for each construct. Acceptable psychometric properties have been demonstrated \[[@pone.0167501.ref039]\].

Executive Functions {#sec009}
-------------------

Executive functions were measured using the design fluency test from the Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System \[[@pone.0167501.ref044]\]. This system is one of the most widely used test batteries for assessing executive functions \[[@pone.0167501.ref045]\], with retest reliabilities ranging from .62 to .80 \[[@pone.0167501.ref046]\]. Sensitivity to distinguish clinical from control groups has been shown \[[@pone.0167501.ref046]\]. The design fluency test has also been used in previous studies on active video gaming and executive functions \[[@pone.0167501.ref032],[@pone.0167501.ref033]\]. It seems to require higher executive function skills and underlying component skills \[[@pone.0167501.ref044]\] and it is believed that, on a fundamental component skills level, it measures visual attention, motor speed, visual perceptual skills and constructional skills. In terms of executive functions, it seems to target the initiation of problem-solving behavior, fluency, creativity, simultaneous processing, inhibition, and cognitive flexibility \[[@pone.0167501.ref044]\]. The task contains three trials, each consisting of 35 boxes with a series of five dot matrices inside. In every box, five dots have to be connected using four lines. Subjects have 60 seconds to create as many novel designs as possible. In the first trial, the boxes contain only solid dots that can be connected. In the next two trials, there are five solid and five empty dots inside each box. During the second trial, subjects are instructed to connect only empty dots; in the third trial, subjects have to alternate between connecting a solid and an empty dot. In detail, the first trial (fluency trial) measures design fluency (generation of novel designs), the second trial (inhibition trial) additionally measures response inhibition, and the third trial (cognitive flexibility trial) measures the generation of novel designs while switching. The resulting raw scores were transformed to scaled scores \[[@pone.0167501.ref044]\].

HRV analyses {#sec010}
------------

In accordance with recommended standards of measurement, HRV was used to assess autonomic nervous system function \[[@pone.0167501.ref047]\]. HR was recorded using the Polar Team^2^ Pro system. Cardiac interbeat (RR) intervals were exported using the Polar Team^2^ Pro software, preprocessed and analyzed \[[@pone.0167501.ref048]\] using Kubios (Biosignal Analysis and Medical Imaging Group, University of Eastern Finland, Joensuu, Finland). Data was visually inspected and artifact correction was applied to exclude RR intervals which differed from the previous and subsequent interval by more than 15%. Removed RR intervals were replaced using cubic spline interpolation. The smoothness prior method with a lambda value of 500 was applied to remove affecting trend components. The root mean square of successive differences (RMSSD) was calculated as a measure of HRV because its statistical properties are preferred over other time domain measures \[[@pone.0167501.ref047]\].

Statistical analyses {#sec011}
--------------------

Statistical tests were performed using SPSS 23.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Preliminary analyses were calculated using ANOVAs for between-subjects comparisons of background variables, manipulation check variables (physical exertion, cognitive engagement), control variables (pleasure, arousal, and enjoyment ratings) and dependent variables at pre-test. For background and dependent variables at pre-test, no significant differences were observed (*P*s \> .05). For significant differences in manipulation check variables, LSD post-hoc comparisons were used to determine the specific differences between the three groups. To compare executive function performance, an ANCOVA was performed using pre-test values as covariates and post-test values as dependent variables \[[@pone.0167501.ref049],[@pone.0167501.ref050]\]. LSD post-hoc comparisons were used to determine differences between specific groups. To examine potential differential effects, an additional ANCOVA was conducted including all background variables as covariates (age, BMI, pubertal status, socioeconomic status, PA behavior). The level of significance was set at *P* \< .05 for all analyses.

Results {#sec012}
=======

Manipulation check {#sec013}
------------------

The manipulation checks revealed significant group effects with regard to physical exertion and cognitive engagement (see [Table 2](#pone.0167501.t002){ref-type="table"}). Post-hoc analyses examined overall differences in further detail: as intended, *physical exertion* was increased in Running and Shape Up compared to Control (RPE: *P* \< .0005; HR: *P* \< .0005), but did not differ between the two PA groups (RPE: *P* = .111; HR: *P* = .142). Considering *cognitive engagement*, the Shape Up activity was perceived to require more effort than Running (*P* = .022) and Control (*P* = .001), but Running and Control did not differ (*P* = .201). The post-intervention RMSSD differed between the three groups (Running vs. Shape Up: *P* = .022; Control vs. Running: *P* \< .0005; Control vs. Shape Up: *P* \< .0005). Concerning the control variables, a significant group effect was obtained only in arousal ratings. Not surprisingly, the level of arousal was increased in Shape Up (*P* = .002) and Running (*P* = .001) compared to Control, but did not differ between the two PA groups (*P* = .835).

10.1371/journal.pone.0167501.t002

###### Descriptive statistics and between-group analyses of manipulation check and control variables.

![](pone.0167501.t002){#pone.0167501.t002g}

                           Shape Up (*n* = 21)   Running (*n* = 23)   Control (*n* = 21)                      
  ------------------------ --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ------- ---------- ------
  *Physical exertion*                                                                                         
      RPE                  14.76c (1.84)         13.65c (2.44)        8.00a,b (2.47)       53.76   \< .0005   .634
      HR pre               86.93 (10.12)         86.21 (15.36)        80.59 (10.12)        1.66    .199       .051
      HR during            141.54c (23.25)       152.11c (27.13)      82.39a,b (19.20)     54.73   \< .0005   .638
      HR post              100.44c (12.77)       105.93c (15.04)      79.44a,b (8.47)      26.22   \< .0005   .463
  *Cognitive engagement*                                                                                      
      RCE                  12.71b,c (2.55)       10.87a (2.69)        9.86a (2.54)         6.56    .003       .175
      RMSSD pre            44.58 (16.20)         42.48 (19.93)        46.27 (14.61)        0.27    .765       .009
      RMSSD during         14.86c (9.06)         15.42c (9.49)        47.44a,b (17.25)     47.99   \< .0005   .608
      RMSSD post           25.99b,c (18.33)      16.67a,c (9.85)      47.35a,b (16.02)     30.89   \< .0005   .499
  *Control variables*                                                                                         
      Pleasure             6.81 (1.44)           7.04 (1.19)          7.52 (0.98)          1.87    .159       .058
      Arousal              6.19c (1.47)          6.30c (1.82)         4.38a,b (2.06)       7.77    .001       .199
      Enjoyment            6.57 (1.47)           6.39 (2.10)          6.67 (1.93)          0.13    .883       .004

Note. RPE: Rating of Perceived Exertion. HR: Heart Rate. RCE: Rating of Cognitive Engagement. RMSSD: Root Mean Square of Successive Differences. Significant differences of post-hoc (LSD) comparisons are indicated by respective letters (a = Shape Up; b = Running; c = Control).

The results indicate that whereas intensity of PA was increased equally in the experimental groups compared to the Control group, cognitive engagement was elevated only in the Shape Up group. These results are supported by both subjective and objective data.

Executive functions {#sec014}
-------------------

Regarding executive function performance (see [Table 3](#pone.0167501.t003){ref-type="table"}), a significant group effect was obtained in the cognitive flexibility trial of the design fluency test (*F* (2, 61) = 3.50, *P* = .036, η ^2^~p~ = .103). Post-hoc comparisons revealed that in this trial, the Shape Up group performed significantly better than the Control group (*P* = .040) and the Running group (*P* = .017); the Running and Control groups did not differ concerning their performance (*P* = .770). In the fluency and inhibition trials, no significant group effects (*P*s \> .05) were observed. These results indicate that solely the Shape Up group was able to improve its performance in cognitive flexibility after the activity.

10.1371/journal.pone.0167501.t003

###### Executive function performance in D-KEFS design fluency test of the experimental conditions.

![](pone.0167501.t003){#pone.0167501.t003g}

                               Shape Up (*n* = 21)   Running (*n* = 23)   Control (*n* = 21)
  ---------------------------- --------------------- -------------------- --------------------
  *Design fluency pre-test*                                               
  Fluency                      10.76 (2.32)          11.04 (2.65)         10.71 (2.49)
  Inhibition                   10.62 (3.09)          11.57 (2.69)         12.14 (3.00)
  Cognitive flexibility        11.86 (3.12)          12.43 (2.83)         11.29 (3.12)
  *Design fluency post-test*                                              
  Fluency                      13.38 (2.62)          13.96 (3.18)         13.81 (2.94)
  Inhibition                   13.62 (2.69)          13.52 (2.59)         13.29 (3.51)
  Cognitive flexibility        14.05b,c (2.90)       12.52a (2.94)        12.19a (2.62)

Note. Significant differences of post-hoc comparisons (LSD) are indicated by the respective letters (a = Shape Up; b = Running; c = Control).

An additional ANCOVA was conducted to examine potential differential effects. The pattern of results did not change after additionally controlling for all background variables (*F* (2, 56) = 3.75, *P* = .030, η ^2^~p~ = .118). No significant effects in the fluency and inhibition trials were observed (*P*s \> .05). However, none of the additionally included covariates had a significant effect (*P*s \> .05), indicating no differential effects of the interventions investigated.

Discussion {#sec015}
==========

The aim of the study was to investigate the effects of cognitive engagement inherent in PA on executive functions in male adolescents. First, cognitively engaging PA outperformed simple aerobic activity on a test of cognitive flexibility. Second, the subjective (rating of cognitive engagement) and objective measures (HRV at post) of cognitive engagement differed between the respective experimental conditions.

With respect to prior studies investigating the effects of cognitive engagement in acute PA on executive functions in children and adolescents, a uniform interpretation is complicated because of procedural differences between the studies. Concerning the assessment of executive functions, most previous studies considered inhibition as a dependent variable. Only one study examined the effects on all three core executive functions (inhibition, updating, cognitive flexibility) \[[@pone.0167501.ref019]\], finding no beneficial effects of cognitively engaging PA. These findings contradict the results of the current study, which included an older study sample. Therefore, the conflicting results might be explained by the developmental trajectory of the executive functions. Inhibition is the first executive function to be fully developed, cognitive flexibility the latest \[[@pone.0167501.ref009]\]. Adolescents might benefit as cognitive flexibility seems to be prone to positive changes of PA throughout later stages of child development. Therefore, one might speculate that aspects of executive functions which are not yet fully developed (cognitive flexibility) might be easier to change \[[@pone.0167501.ref027]\]. The relationship between age and the responsiveness to acute PA in terms of benefits on executive functions needs to be explored in future studies.

Concerning modality, in contrast to most of the studies conducted so far \[[@pone.0167501.ref007],[@pone.0167501.ref018],[@pone.0167501.ref022],[@pone.0167501.ref023]\], the current study varied the level of cognitive engagement systematically using an individual level and standardized activities (exergaming) in order to prevent possible confounds. It becomes clear that when comparing circuit training with team games \[[@pone.0167501.ref018]\], for example, both conditions might differ in various variables such as the amount of social interaction, cognitive engagement or the physical demands of the task, which might individually or together affect executive function differentially \[[@pone.0167501.ref007],[@pone.0167501.ref008],[@pone.0167501.ref018]\]. By using an additional third condition, the findings of the current study extend existing knowledge, showing that pure aerobic exercise was not able to improve executive functions compared with a non-exerting control condition. However, a major limitation of the current study is that a sedentary cognitively engaging condition is missing. Because the main aim of the study was to investigate a question of practical relevance--whether pure aerobic or cognitively engaging exergaming is superior in improving executive functions--an additional fourth condition was not applied. Consequently, one cannot determine whether a sedentary cognitively engaging condition would have revealed the same effects, or whether a combination of PA and cognitive engagement is crucial in order to improve executive functions. To systematically examine the single and/or combined effects of cognitive engagement and PA on executive functions, more controlled studies are needed in individual settings using similar physical task demands and differing only in the level of cognitive engagement, using a 2 × 2 experimental design, so as to explore the underlying mechanisms \[[@pone.0167501.ref008],[@pone.0167501.ref019]\].

Concerning intensity and duration, the current study used an activity of 15 minutes at a moderate to vigorous intensity. Duration and intensity varied extensively in previous studies investigating cognitive engagement (for an overview, see [S1 Table](#pone.0167501.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), although a tendency favoring shorter activities can be observed. Detrimental effects were only found in the study with the longest duration (50 minutes) at moderate to vigorous intensity \[[@pone.0167501.ref022],[@pone.0167501.ref023]\]. Therefore, in the study of Gallotta et al. \[[@pone.0167501.ref022],[@pone.0167501.ref023]\] duration might have been too long to foster immediate benefits for cognition. Chang et al. \[[@pone.0167501.ref051]\] recently compared PA lasting 10, 20 and 45 minutes, recommending 20 minutes PA exerting the most benefits on cognition. Since other recommendations range between 11--20 minutes at moderate to vigorous intensity \[[@pone.0167501.ref052]\] and the study of Chang et al. was conducted with adults \[[@pone.0167501.ref051]\], 15 minutes might be a reasonable time frame for adolescents. Because recommendations mostly evolve from investigations with adults, it is unclear whether the same mechanisms apply for adolescents. Future studies should tackle this limitation by investigating the dose-response relation in children and adolescents.

Concerning the age of the study population, adolescence constitutes a critical period of life for the maturing process of cognition and is therefore a predictor of adult health \[[@pone.0167501.ref053]\]. However, studies investigating adolescents are scarce. In keeping with the current study, it is noticeable that especially those studies conducted with older children/ adolescents \[[@pone.0167501.ref007],[@pone.0167501.ref018]\] seem to have found more benefits for cognition than studies conducted with younger children \[[@pone.0167501.ref022],[@pone.0167501.ref023]\]. Although these findings have to be interpreted cautiously, due to the empirical evidence being in general limited, nonetheless, both PA and cognitive engagement as well as their effects on cognition might be differentially influenced by age and child development. Therefore, age and additional related aspects, such as the developmental status of the subjects, might be important issues for future studies.

With regard to gender, only male adolescents were included in the current study. The reasons for this were twofold. First, the degree of prior experience with exergaming and video gaming varies between the two genders in youth \[[@pone.0167501.ref033]\]. Second, existing gender differences in heart rate variability in adolescents might influence HRV analyses \[[@pone.0167501.ref034],[@pone.0167501.ref054]\]. This means that any generalization of the study's results is limited to male adolescents. Future studies should therefore investigate whether exergaming could also be a viable tool to promote positive effects on executive functions in female subjects.

Regarding highly standardized activities to investigate cognitive engagement, empirical evidence is limited. So far, only one study has considered exergaming as a tool for comparing PA differing in levels of cognitive demand \[[@pone.0167501.ref008]\]. However, according to the author, the role of cognitive engagement in PA could not be fully determined, as the experimental group might not have differed in the level of cognitive engagement. This highlights that an operationalization differentiating between the high and low cognitive engagement conditions can be seen as a minimum requirement in order to attribute increased cognitive performance to cognitive engagement comprised in PA. One limitation of the current study is that other important variables (besides cognitive engagement) might be responsible for alterations in cognitive performance. Physical as well as cognitive stress could serve as an alternative explanation \[[@pone.0167501.ref055]\] and might be associated with executive functions \[[@pone.0167501.ref020],[@pone.0167501.ref056]\] and manual motor performance \[[@pone.0167501.ref057]\]. Therefore, in addition to cognitive engagement, future studies could measure stress induction using an objective indicator, such as cortisol.

Compared to the existing body of research, this is the first study to propose a subjective and objective operationalization of cognitive engagement in acute PA. For the subjective ratings, the question arises whether adolescents are able to correctly estimate cognitive engagement inherent in PA--based on the current study and one study in younger children \[[@pone.0167501.ref042]\], we suppose that this question could be answered in the affirmative. However, as the rating scale used has not yet been validated, one cannot be sure whether it really reflects cognitive engagement. For the objective assessment after the activity, one can only speculate whether HRV reflects cognitive engagement during PA \[[@pone.0167501.ref030]\]. It also seems possible that it reflects the amount of cognitive engagement during the cognitive task \[[@pone.0167501.ref058]\] or task performance itself \[[@pone.0167501.ref030],[@pone.0167501.ref032]\]. Due to the reciprocal associations of cognitive engagement and cognitive performance, it remains unclear which psychological construct might be reflected by physiological processes. Since HRV differed significantly between the two experimental conditions whereas HR did not, we assume that the different PA characteristics, including the level of cognitive engagement, did indeed impact HRV. Nevertheless, the results and the validity of the objective and subjective measures need to be confirmed in future studies.

The cognitively engaging PA of the current study can be regarded as rather high in cognitive demand, as supported by subjective ratings. Although, depending on their cognitive abilities, some subjects might have been cognitively under- or overloaded, resulting in a lowered cognitive performance after PA. This might have influenced the results, as neither the amount of cognitive demand, nor the intensity of the PA was adjusted on an individual level in the current study. We therefore cannot be sure that all individuals were challenged with an optimal level of intensity and/or cognitive demand. This might have resulted in an underestimation of the potential benefits for cognitive performance. Future studies should search for the optimal challenge point in cognitive engagement and adjust both intensity of PA and cognitive engagement on an individual level \[[@pone.0167501.ref028], [@pone.0167501.ref052]\].

Regarding potential differential effects, an existing heterogeneity in certain sample characteristics, such as environmental (socioeconomic status), developmental (age, pubertal status) or physical (physical fitness, BMI) factors, raises the question whether all adolescents benefit equally from acute exergaming. The existing literature seems to support differential effects of acute PA on cognitive performance (e.g. \[[@pone.0167501.ref052]\]) indicating, for example, that participants with a higher level of fitness might profit more from acute PA in terms of cognitive performance (e.g. \[[@pone.0167501.ref021], [@pone.0167501.ref059]\]). The results of the analyses examining differential effects of the current study therefore seem contradictory to the literature on adolescents \[[@pone.0167501.ref059]\], because no moderating variables were discovered. This would indicate that the benefits of acute exergaming are independent of participants having specific characteristics. However, the study population was deliberately designed to be homogenous, which results in a smaller variance, reducing potential differential effects. In addition, the current study was not very well suited to detecting differential effects. Therefore, future studies could examine the potential influence of specific participant characteristics on executive functions in exergaming.

Considering the existing literature \[[@pone.0167501.ref052], [@pone.0167501.ref060]\], we expected both PAs to have positive effects on executive functions. Surprisingly, subjects in the Running condition did not perform better than controls regarding cognitive flexibility. This finding seems to contradict studies on acute effects of aerobic PA in children \[[@pone.0167501.ref061]\]. However, focusing on adolescents, only one study has so far observed positive effects on cognitive flexibility \[[@pone.0167501.ref013]\]. In contrast to this and other studies \[[@pone.0167501.ref014]\], Berse et al. \[[@pone.0167501.ref013]\] used interval training of a rather high intensity (10--14 minutes). Therefore, intensity might have been too low in the current study, which could have been responsible for the diverging results. Since according to Hillman et al. \[[@pone.0167501.ref060]\] acute exercise effects rely on the interplay of severeal factors, such as age, duration, intensity, modality and cognitive requirements of the task, the findings of the current study--positive effects on cognition in the Shape Up but not in the Running condition--emphasize the importance of modality. This is in line with Budde et al. \[[@pone.0167501.ref007]\], demonstrating that coordinative exercise benefits cognitive performance compared with pure aerobic exercises. They explained their findings in terms of a pre-activation of parts of the brain which are also responsible for mediating executive functions (e.g. attention). In sum, this indicates that a cognitively stimulating exercise might be advantageous in promoting benefits on executive functions. Future studies should examine the interplay and magnitude of factors influencing effects on executive functions (e.g., age, duration, intensity and modality) in acute physical activity.

Referring to previous research which finds the most consistent effects of physical exercise on inhibition \[[@pone.0167501.ref003],[@pone.0167501.ref052]\], the results of the current study might seem contradictory. However, the finding that performance in inhibition (second trial) did not improve, might be explained by the different demands of each condition of the design fluency test \[[@pone.0167501.ref062]\]. In the first trial, productivity/creativity and visual perceptual speed are crucial for the performance. In the second trial, the ability to ignore extraneous stimuli is additionally targeted. However, the first two trials mainly depend on the same abilities--motor planning and motor speed \[[@pone.0167501.ref062]\]; as a consequence, the inhibition of extraneous stimuli in the second trial is subordinate to task performance. In contrast, the third trial seems to rely mainly on visual attention, reflecting a different construct, which should be interpreted separately \[[@pone.0167501.ref062]\]. Nonetheless, a limitation of the study is that inhibition was not tested with a classical inhibition task and not all three core domains of executive functions were assessed. Unfortunately, time was limited as testing took place during school hours. Therefore, in future studies, effects on all three core executive functions should be investigated.

Conclusion {#sec016}
==========

The current study extends existing findings by suggesting a methodological approach for measuring cognitive engagement. Higher order cognition was immediately enhanced by acute, cognitively engaging, exergame-based PA. Thus, our results underline the important role cognitive engagement seems to play in PA in order to foster benefits in cognitive performance. They also suggest that exergaming might serve as a promising tool not only to increase PA levels, but also to enhance executive functions in male adolescents.
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